DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION
(Continued)

TAKE-OFF RWY 6: Climb on a 058° track, thence…

TAKE-OFF RWY 18: Climb on a 185° track, thence…

TAKE-OFF RWY 24: Climb on a 238° track, thence…

TAKE-OFF RWY 36: Climb on a 005° track, thence…

…via RADAR vectors to RBV VORTAC R-122/164 DME (DIXIE). Cross DIXIE at or above 3000. Fly RBV R-122 (V276) to RBV R-122/31 DME (GAMBY) and RBV R-122/47 DME (MANTA). Cross GAMBY and MANTA at 6000, thence…

via (transition) or (assigned route)

SHL-150 [USAF]

SHLEP TRANSITION (PTPL5 SHLEP): Via V139/J121 to HTO VORTAC R-236/19.2 DME (SHLEP).